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PRODUCT

AS840 Apache Sprayer
	You ask — we deliver. Meet the new Apache AS840 with
an hefty 800-gallon tank as a result of direct requests from
customers in the field.

Front Fill Access (optional)
	Our front fill access makes it easier than ever to align with a
nurse truck for a product fill (and there’s no need to fold the
booms to get there). Just park, fill and go.

Stainless Steel Tank & Mount Design (optional)
	Ready to go big or go home? Upgrade from the standard plastic-poly tank to our all-new stainless-steel tank and mount design
option. But it’s not just for looks, operators will notice a faster clean out.

Learn more about the advantages of running with Apache! Visit your local Apache dealer or ApacheSprayers.com.

877-398-6164

CUTTING-EDGE PRECISION TECHNOLOGY

AutoBoom® XRT (optional)
	Raven Applied Technology has taken boom control to another
level with the AutoBoom XRT using industry-leading radar
sensors to detect and maintain optimal spray height for
maximum product efficiency. Pressure-based control allows for
smooth movement and quicker reaction time to give operators
complete control and better application coverage.

Double-Stacked Nozzles for Hawkeye (optional)
	One is good, two is better. Reach further than ever before to
increase your application capabilities.

Autofold (only available with AutoBoom XRT)
	The previous “push-and-hold,” then wait for one section to
unfold one-at-a-time is a thing of the past. All three sections of
the boom can now fold at once, automatically, with one push of
a button.

Quick Spray Mode
	It’s just like it sounds. Using the quick spray mode function
operators can set up spraying options from the machine display.
This feature is great for small fields and/or simple spray jobs —
just hop in the cab, turn the key and start spraying.

Learn more about the advantages of running with Apache! Visit your local Apache dealer or ApacheSprayers.com.

877-398-6164

